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Surface photocurrents have been calculated using the same surface potential-barrier
model to evaluate the initial and final photoelectron wave functions and the spatial behav-
ior of the exciting electromagnetic field. The calculations show, for the jellium models
employed, that total surface photoyield versus frequency is highly sensitive to surface
electronic structure, while surface photocurrent energy and angle distributions are quite
insensitive to it.

In this Letter, I report the first calculations of the surface photoelectric effect' ' in which the elec-
tromagnetic field responsible for photoemission has been calculated on the same microscopic footing
as the initial and final photoelectron wave functions. ' This self-consistent feature of the calculations
makes it possible to ask what aspects of surface photoemission data should be sensitive to the elec-
tronic structure of a free-electron metal surface and which should not. As is shown below, the shapes
of surface photoelectron energy and angular distributions appear to be relatively insensitive to surface
structure, while the variation of total surface photoyield with frequency, ~, is highly sensitive to it.

Within the one-electron picture of the photoelectric effect, for a flat, semi-infinite solid, the prob-
ability that an electron initially represented by the wave function' g;(z) exp(ip k~~) will be emitted in
the final state corresponding to g&(z) exp[ip (k,~+q~, )] is governed by the (normalized) matrix elements
%&, andKf; ' defined by

(St(„,~„.& q -=f dz(&„(z),j„*(z))Ag '(z) [A-, „'"'(Z)]-', (1)

where jz;(z)=—gz*(z)dg;/dz —(;(z)d(z*/dz, and where A'(r, t) =RelAq '(z) exp[i(q~~ p —wt)]j is
the z component of the vector potential' responsible for photoexcitation. The normalization factor
A~ ~ l'(Z) is the transverse part of A~,

~

~'(z) evaluated at a depth z =Z sufficiently far inside the
metal that Aq '(z RZ) can be assumed to be of its bulk form, Aq ~ '(Z) exp[iq~~ ~(z -Z)], where
q~ is the classical transmitted-wave wave vector. '

The important new aspect of the present calculation is that in evaluating SR&;.and 9R&; ', the same mod-
el of the surface was used not only to obtain g;(z) and gz(z), but also to obtain A~ ~~'l(z). Thus g;(z)
and gz(z) were taken to satisfy the Schrodinger equation, '0

d
, + V(z) -E; &~ ) g; &(z) = 0,

2m dz2 (2)

where F(z) was a model one-electron surface potential barrier, e.g. , a Lang-Kohn" self-consistent
potential. At the same time, for a long-wavelength incident beam, "A, ~ 0 '(z) was evaluated via the
equation'

8 (z)=e ((u) —(4vri/(u) f dz'v (z, z')8„(z'),
wherein e (e) is the bulk, long-wavelength, transverse dielectric constant, 8 (z)—=A, , '(z)/
A, »~ ~ (Z), and cr~(z, z') is the z-z component of the metal's nonlocal conductivity tensor, eval-
uat~ed as

~ q~~~ -0. Both e (~) and cr (z, z') were calculated in the random-phase approximation which
implies that e (ur) =1 —u&~'/v' and that o' (z, z') is given by

2

(4)

In Eq. (4), the quantities j,, (z), no(z), and 8„„defined respectively by j...(z)—= (8/2mi)[g, (z)dg, ./
dz —g, .(z)dr(, */dz], n, (z) =-(2m') ' Id'k~~ dz 8„,(g, (z)(', and 8„,= 8(SF -5'kti'/2m —Ku, ) [8(x) is the
unit step function, h~ the Fermi energy], are all given in terms of the electron wave functions and en-
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ergies g, (z) and 5'e, which solve the Schrodinger equation,

d'
, + V(s'I —Iftd„) g„(z) =0;

(6a)

(6b)

consequently the kernel o~(z, z'), and therefore also 8 (z), are entirely specified by the choice of
V(z). Thus the results presented below are based on the numerical solution of Eqs. (2) and (3), fol-
lowed by the evaluation of SRf; and SRq;~') via Eq. (1), and finally by the calculation of the differential
quantum yield, d'1'/dQ& dEf, of electrons emerging from the metal at angle Qz =—(0&, yf) with energy
Ef, per incident photon flux, according to the formulas'

d'Y'/dQ, dE, =(S/cosei) IA-„-.,
'"'(&)I'IA,

i,
-, ,

"I '0 (Qy, Ey),

q (Q~, Eq) =—(n/w'h(u) e(h(o -4 -E~) 8(Eq~ i+4 +SF -k(u)

&& [Eg/(Eg~ i+4+ hp -I'cu)]'"[ISRg;I'+ISRg;~')I']z & & zy& )

In Eqs. (6), S is the sample surface area, 8I is
the angle of photon incidence, A, 0 is the
incident beam amplitude, "n is the fine-structure
constant, and 4 is the metal's work function. Fi-
nally note that Ef Ef cos Of.

In Fig. 1, typical results are shown for 8 (z),
in this case for V(z) chosen to equal the Lang-
Kohn potential barrier" corresponding to elec-
tron gas radius ~, = 2. Note that for co well below

v~, the classical plasma frequency [h~~(x, = 2)
= 16.7 eV], both the magnitude and the phase of
8 (z) vary rapidly in the surface region [i.e., in
the neighborhood of z =0],"'and moreover that
the behavior of 8 (z) is strongly v dependent.
Near to and above ~~, the strong surface peak in

I8 (z)l disappears, and above ~~, the Friedel-
like decaying oscillations of 8„(z) inside the met-

al are replaced by nondecaying, sinusoidal (bulk
plasmon) oscillations. " Thus, correlating the
strength of the surface photoyield with l8.(z = 0) I',
one would expect it to be large and strongly fre-
quency dependent below +~ and to be much weaker
above ~~.

These expectations are borne out in Fig. 2,
which shows Q =—f dQf dE& Q (Qz, E&) as a func-
tion of ~, not only for the x, =2 Lang-Kohn poten-
tial, but also for a variety of other potential bar-
riers and values of x,. The curves labeled x, =2,
3, and 4 in Fig. 2 were calculated using the Lang-
Kohn potential barriers for those values of x,.
Note that in each case Q is much larger for &u

(v~ than for co )sr~, and also that Q varies con-
siderably with co. The curves labeled a = 0.33,
0.66, and 0.99 A in Fig. 2 were calculated for r,

l. 8
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Heal and imaginary parts of Q (z) for various frequencies, , calculated using the r, =2, Lang-Kohn
potential barrier (Ref. 11).
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FIG. 2. Total quantum yield Q~ versus frequency for
a variety of models of surface electronic structure
{identified in the text).

=2, using the potential"

[C (r, = 2) + 8„(r,= 2)]
I+exp]- [z/a+ (s/5a)']j'

Thus the comparison of these curves among them-
selves and with those labeled x, = 2 reveals the
strong sensitivity of the total photoyield to sur-
face electronic structure. For example the
strength of the surface photoeffect is 6 times
greater, for a&/to~= 0.6, using the rather diffuse

O

potential with a = 0.99 A than using the self-con-
sistent Lang-Kohn barrier. Not only the rnagni-
tude but also the shapes of the Q,„versus ~ curves
seem to be surface-structure dependent. Thus
in each of the curves corresponding to ~, =2there
is a peak in Q for a& (v~; but the peak moves
closer to ~~ and decreases in magnitude as the
potential barrier is taken to be less diffuse.

In view of the strong sensitivity of Q to sur-
face structure exhibited in the lower panels of
Fig. 2, the results shown in the upper ones are
perhaps not too surprising. In these panels Q„
for the ~, =2 Lang-Kohn potential is compared to
Q calculated for a square-step potential and as-
suming 8 (z) to be everywhere equal to I (curves
labeled "Mahan"), and to Q calculated using a

000gt I i ! I
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FIG. 3. Surface photoelectron angle distributions
x~ g 5 44 ~y (Og), and energy distributions p~(E, )f 4

p~(E& &cu—}, for K—~ =13.25 eV, and for various ra=2
surface barrier models (identified in the text). Also
shown for comparison are the functions

Ey+4 +hp -K(u
(0 ) = cos20' z, oos's +a+4-a )

with By=5.44 eV and 8~=13.125 eV, and

P~(zs) -=jde~r~, zs+~~(e~)/fdedzrs, „~(e),
for I~ =13.125 eV. t'For all curves, I used C =3.89 eV
and SF =12.6 eV. )

square-step plus image-force potential and using
a form of 8 (z) calculated hydrodynamically,
representing the metal's conductivity by its bulk
value [curves labeled "Endriz (Al)"']. Again one
notes that the results are markedly different for
the different surface models, and particularly
that the neglect of refraction effects (Mahan
curves) results in a Q which is far too small
for u (m~ and too large for co &co&.

The strong sensitivity of Q„to surface electron-
ic structure does not carry over to the shapes of
the normalized surface photoelectron energy and
angular distributions, p (Ez) —= JdQ& Q (Q&, E&)/Q
and r s (8~)=Q(e~, cP~, Eq)/Q (—0, y~, E~), a fact
illustrated in Fig. 3. Indeed one can fit these
curves simply by taking account of the fact that
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if p(z) has no eigenstate at the vacuum level then
gf(z) must vanish linearly in ~E&( as E~
Thus, assuming that im, )'+

I m„."I' behaves as
a constant times Ez ', one has from Eq. (6b)
that y „s (ez) should be proportional to cos'8&/
[Z~ cos'e&+4' + h F

- jtm]"2, and p „(E'f) to Ef"'
times the 8& integral of this function. Both of
these estimates seem roughly correct.

Two important aspects of surface photoemis-
sion remain to be treated": the effects of rough-
ness and of a finite relaxation time, &. Although
a limited set of photoyield (versus incidence an-
gle) data has been published" which appears to
represent surface photoemission from smooth Al
films, most available photoemission data from
free-electron metals seem to be strongly influ-
enced by surface roughness. That is, the fact
that photoelectron energy distributions from
free-electron metal films seem (particularly at
lower values of &u)" to be quite generally saw-
tooth-shaped even though the incident beam is
normal to the surface is strongly suggestive of
the idea that these photoelectron energy distribu-
tions are in fact the result of roughness-induced
surface photoemission. " Thus to compare theory
and-experiment for free-electron metals it would
be useful to have more data from smooth samples
as well as theoretical results for rough ones. It
would also be useful to learn what effects result
from the introduction of a finite 7 into the theo-
ry-=in particular one wants to know the extent to
which 7 might decrease the surface-structure
sensitivity of Q in the lower-frequency range,
m/&u~ = 0.4 —0.8.
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